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horse engine exhausts into a cylindrical wrought iron chamber 
about two and a half feet in diameter~ and thirty feet high. I t  is 
of boiler plate, about five-sixteenths of an inch thick. A stream 
of water delivered upon the top flows down over the whole exterior 
surface. This chamber maint~ins nearly a perfect vacuum. 

S. W. Ro~t-'cso-',-. 
University of Michigan. 

THE ECONOMICAL CONSTRUCTION OF BEAM TRUSSES, 
BY G. S. MORISON, C. E. 

(Concluded from page 899.--Vol. LVI . )  

Case of Four Continuous ~2ans. 

THE two central spans are supposed equal, and each one-quarter 
larger than the end spans, and as such a bridge is perfectly symme- 
trical, only the first two spans need be examined. The truss is 
supposed to be a Warren girder, single system, arranged for a 
through bridge, the floor being supported on the bottom chord at 
he end of each panel, and hung by a vertical tie from the upper 

chord at the panel centres. The depth of truss is taken at thirty 
feet, and the length of panel the same; the number of panels in 
the end spans sixteen, and itl the central spans twenty, making the 
length of these spans respectively, 240 and 800 feet. The dead load 
is assumed to be 1,000 poundsper foot, and the moving load 1,500; 
making for the bridge of two trusses a total load of 5,000 pounds 
per foot. This form of truss is selected on account of its simpli- 
city, an equal amount of weight being thrown upon the truss at 
the intersection of each brace with either chord. 

Representing the chord strains at the five points of support by 
s~ s 2 s 3 s4 and s0, the lengths of the four spans by l~ l~ l 3 and 14, and 
their respective loads per foot by u' 1 w 2 w 3 and w4, we have- -  

1~ =13=1"2511=1"25l~--1"251 , s , = o  s~----o 
and equation (6) gives--  

l 2 l~ 
18 s~ + 5 s~ + -h -  w~ + 1 '953125-h- w~ = o 

Z ~ l~ 
5 s 2 + 20 s 3 + 5sa + 1"953125 ~ w2+ 1'953125 ~ w a = o 

s 3 + 18 s, + 1.953125~L% + -  5 ]b W4~-~- 0 
/ t  
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solving these three equat ions--  

+ _ s~ . . . .  h 

12 
("01613w~ --"081905w.2 "081905w 3 + "01613w 4 ) 

Wi th  reference to the first span, two eases only need be consi- 
dered; when s~ is most intense, first, second, and fourth spans 
loaded ( . . . . . . .  ) and when the strain at the centre is 
greatest first and third spans loaded ( . . . . . . .  ). Wi th  
reference to the second ~pan, three eases mast  be examined 7 when 
s~ is most intense ) . . . . . . . . .  =), when s a is most intense, 
second and third spans loaded ( . . . . .  ) and when the 
strain at the centre of the span is greatest~ second and fourth spans 
loaded ( . . . . . . .  =). These eases with their complements 
form three groups, two of which will be applied to the first span, as 
follows - -  

Spans 1 and 2. 

8pans I and 2. 

8pan 2. 

For these three group~, the equations expressing s., and ~3 become 
12 1 ~ 

w~ =- w~ = w 4 S 2 = ~ - - (  - -  "15028wznt- "02275w0) S s = " ~ ( - -  "04965W~-- "0819h%) 

12 l'~ 
w~ : w~ s 2 : h - -  ( - -  "03729w~-- "09024wo) s s : h ( - -  "06578w~ - -  .06578wo) 

p l ~ 
w 1 : w 4 S~ -= ~ (  - - ' 0 6 4 5 2 w  1 - -  "06300Wo) s a = ~t (nt- '03226wt - -  "16381Wo) 

The symbol w 0 is used to denote the weight per foot of those 
spans differently loaded from the first span. 

Substi tuting the numerical values of l, h, w 2 and w0, we have for 
each of the six eases under cons ide ra t ion -  

{ = 7  . . . . .  s., = - - 6 7 7 6 5 0  lbs.  s~ = - - 3 9 5 5 7 0  lbs. 
• s ~ = - - 1 7 9 3 3 0  " s 3 = - - 4 8 8 1 9 0  " 

l f ' - - - - m ~ . ' - - ~  s , ~ : - - 3 5 2 2 4 0  " s~ = - -  442030 " 
m s 2 . . . .  504740 " s a = - - 4 4 2 0 3 0  " 

{ . . . . , . . . =  .m~. .  ~ ,  ..  s ~ - - - - 4 3 0 6 9 0  " s ,  = - - 1 5 9 6 9 0  " 

~ s~ - - 4 2 6 2 9 0  " s s = - 7 2 4 3 7 0  " 

I t  will be seen that the sum of the values of s 2 or of s~ for any 
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pair of complementary eases is a constant; the same is true of the 
chord strains at any point in the bridge. 

Having determined the strains over the points of support, it 
remains to draw the general curves of strain. These are given on 
Plate 4. The parabolas corresponding to each pair of complemen- 
tary cases are drawn in similar dotted lines, thus showing at once 
their connection, and making evident their complementary charac- 
ter; the curves denoting the strains in unloaded spans are easily 
distinguished by their flatness. The heavy line, A ]) E F c H I K L, 
shows the maximum strain at every point without regard to size 
(B F being equal to B 5[ and c L to C a-), except between ]) and E, Gand 
H, and I and K, where a generous allowance is made for irregulari- 
ties at and near the points of reversal, this allowance being such 
as to make the section of the proportioned chord between these 
points about one-half the maximum section. For the sake of com- 
parison, the curves of strain in the same spans when isolated are 
given also ; these curves are the parabolas ~ o B and B Q c, the 
maximum strain i~l the first span being 600,000 pounds, and in the 
second, 937,500 pounds. The figures on the truss below are taken 
by measurement from the diagram, and express in units of 10,000 
pounds the chord strains in each panel. The curves for the un- 
loaded spans all fall within the limiting line, though about tt~e 
points of reversal they indicate that the maximum strain occurs when 
the span is unloaded. Case third, shows that at times the chord strains 
may be negative through the whole length of an intermediate span. 
This might occur even in an end span, if the end spans were very 
much shorter than the intermediate, but as the effect would be to 
lift the end of the bridge from its abutment, so great an inequality 
should be carefully avoided. 

The average maximum chord strain in the first span (including 
the surplus about the points of contrary flexure), is 3¢8,750 pounds, 
and in the second span, 403,500 pounds. In an isolated 2~0 feet 
span of the same depth, and carrying its same weight, it Would 
have been 400,000 pounds, and in a similar 300 feet span, 625,000 ; 
the reduction due to continuity being about 13 per cent. in the 
former span, and over 35 per cent. in the latter span, and over 27 
per cent. in the whole bridge ; and this reduction is on the suppo- 
sition that the dead loads are equal in each case, whereas they would 
really be much greater in the isolated spans. 

In the first span~ the shearing strain will always be less at A and 
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greater at ~ than if the span were isolated; a change which con- 
tinues through the span, and throws the mean vanishing point back 
towards .~. The greatest strain at A occurs in case 3, and is equal 
t O -  

{) ' :+2 v~) l + s.,/./,. == 255970 pounds. 

and the most intense strain at ~. in case 1, it being--- 

(zv + ~d) Z s. h 
. . . . .  2 ! . . . . .  384,706 pounds, 

In the second span the m, axirnunt strain at g occurs in case 1, 
being the 403,208 pounds, and the maximum at c, in ease 6, when 
it is 404,808 pounds. Hence it appears that in the first span for a 
part of its length, the web may be made lighter than in an isolated 
span, but ~br the greater part of this span it would be heavier, 
while through the whole length of the second span it would be a 
little heavier than in a disconnected span ; the eounterbraees, if the 
web does not eounterbrace itself, must also be carried farther on 
each side of the centre. The increase will not exceed 14 per cent. 
of ~he weight of an isolated web in the end span, nor 16 per cent. 
in the intermediate, an increase whic'h, as the weight of the web is 
always much less than that of the chords, "~ may be disregarded by 
the side of the great saving ef~?eted in the chords. 

In spite of the great economy of continuous spans, their adop- 
tion has not met with universal approval. The occasional failure 
of bridges built in this way, has caused an unfortunate prejudice 
against them, but these thilures have occurred in bridges in which 
the spans, though made continuous, were built on the same princi- 
ples as if isolated, for the mosl~ part in we)den structures, and 
are to be attributed solely to the ignorance of the engineers who 
built such structures. The failure has usually been in the top chord, 
which being packed only to resist compression, has been torn apart 
over the piers where it is heavily strained in tension. On having 
the upper chords cut, these bridges have done well, as they.are then 
subjected to strains only of that character which they are adapted 
to bear. Such failures, occurring exactly where theory wo'ald have 
predicted them, rather prove the correctness of the reasoning by 
which continuous spans are proved to be economical, than %rnish 
any argument against their use. 

-x- Theoretieally, the weight of the web in an isolated span, does not become equal 
to that of the chords, until the depth of truss is made about one-third ~:he length. 
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In an isolated span the top chord is strained through its whole 
length in compression, and the bottom chord in tension ; each chord 
may be constructed of that form and material best adapted to its 
particular strain, and effective connections will be made by cheap 
and simple details. In a continuous girder, on the contrary, this 
unity of action is lost, and each chord is liable to be strained for a 
considerable part of its length, alternately in tension and compres- 
sion. In structures entirely of wood, this would be a source of 
little difficulty, as a wooded chord properly packed to resist tension, 
acts equally well in compression; in composite structures, where 
wood is only used to resist compression, continuous spans become 
impracticable; while in structures entirely of iron, east iron must 
be excluded, and both chords constructed of wrought iron alone. 
The experience of engineers, however, has not been favorable to 
the use of cast iron, even in isolated spans, and it is not unlikely 
that the general adoption of a form of bridge, which would compel 
its abandonment, would be an advance in the direction of safety. 
I f  the details of a chord, intended to act only in one way, are much 
cheaper than those of a chord adapted to both kinds of strain, this 

• is a matter of practice rather than of necessity, and there is no 
good reason why a simple detail may not be contrived, which shall 
prove an effbetive connection both against tension and compression. 
The straining of the same iron in opposite ways, has been sup- 
posed to act injuriously, but recent experiments indicate that 
it is otherwise: as might be expected, from the fact that opposite 
strains tend to retard the permanent set, which is sure to weaken 
eventually any material subjected continually to the same kind of 
a strain. 

The calculation of strain in a continuous girder is longer and 
more difficult than in an isolated span, and the results obtained are 
not so strictly accurate. The strains over the piers of a continued 
truss are deduced from the curvature of that truss when strained 
by the action of a load, this curvature being assumed to be every- 
where proportional to the chord strains, an assumption which is 
strictly true, if the chords are everywhere of uniform section, but 
which leads to a slight error when their section is made variable. 
This error is at most very slight, and of a kind easily guarded against. 
The eff?ct of increasing the sections of the chords at the ends of the 
spans, where the strain is most intense, is to flatten the curvature 
at the ends, thus throwing the points of reversal towards the centre 
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of the span, and consequently increasing the strains over the piers, 
and diminishing that at the centre of the span. This variation will 
be effectively counteracted, but putting a slight excess of material 
in the chords of the end panels, but it is so slight that the best Euro. 
penn engineers have considered that it may be safely neglected. In 
the mu]titude of uncertainties about the action of a moving load, 
even in isolated spans, the peculiar effects of which are the result 
not only of its character as a variable partial load, but are also due 
to action of motion itself, the vibrations caused by the rapid suc- 
cession of Shocks, and many other irregularitieswhieh canbe guarded 
against only by the adoption of a large factor of safety, any slight 
variation like that alluded to above, especially if its general charac- 
ter be understood, may readily be set aside. Still, though the results 
we now have nmy be abundantly accurate for practice, there would 
be no small satisfaction in having them made strictly correct, and, 
in the language of an eminent French engineer, though "trusses 
constructed in this way act favorably, and resist well all the tests 
to which they are subjected, a fact now proved by numerous exam- 
ples ~ ~" ~ there is no doubt that if we could succeed in so alter, 
ing the principles of the method as to render it more rigorous with- 
out making the use of it much too long and difficult, constructors 
would be glad to accept such .~ change which would mark a real 
advance in science. ''~ 

First among the merits of continuous Spans, is their great economy, 
which can hardly be overrated, as continuity reduces the weight of 
an intermediate span nearly one.third, and makes it possible to con- 
tract spans of three hundred feet, at a cost per foot but little in 
excess of that of a two hundred foot span, thus saving the cost of 
a foundation in six hundred feet ; but there are other advantages of 
too great weight to be entirely overlooked. In an isolated span, the 
truss is heaviest at the centre, where weight acts at the greatest 
disadvantage, but in a continuous girder, the weight of material 
both in chords and web is near the piers, where it imparts but little 
strain to the truss. W.hen the spans of a bridge are disconnected, 
the weight of each span must rest on or near the edge of the piers, 
and the action of a heavy passing load will be to throw the addi- 
tional weight first upon one side of the pier, and then on the other; in 
a continuous girder, the bridge seat may be placed directly over the 
centre line of the pier, so that anyadditional weight will be thrown on 

Bresse. Avant Propos, Partie IIIme. Mecanique Applique. 
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the axis of the pier, and the tendem~.y to rock reduced to a minimum. 
The deflection of a span is less i~' it is connected with the adjoining 
spans than if standing alone; this diminution being due both to the 
decrease of strains and to the reversals of curvature, the same amount 
of curvature causing '' a ~,~reater deflection if the curve be always in 
one directio~b than if it be broken and reversed. 

As regards facility of erection, the; advantage usually lies with 
disconnected spans ; but in positions where it would have been diffi- 
cult to erect suitable false works, or when it has been considered 
desirable to have the construction of the superstructure go on simul- 
taneously with the building of the piers, tbreign engineers have often 
built continuous trusses on the land at the end of the bridge-line, 
and on the completion of' the masonry, moved the whole structure 
forward into position, a process which would have been impossible 
with disconnected spans. In a bridge with riveted chords, it is no 
small advantage to be able to put the whole together on the land 
where the riveters will have abundant room for their forges and 
good standing room ; but if it be considered preferable to erect the 
structure in place, there is no inherent reason why the parts of a 
continuous truss should not be as completely finished in the shop 
and as rapidly put together in place, as those of an isolated span. 

BELTING FACTS AND FIGUBES NO, Ih 
BY J.  H. CooPeR. 

(Continued from page 388.--Vol. LVI.) 

Joini~g tl~e L'nds of.Belts. 
" SHOE-PEGS are suceessflllly used here for joining belts to stand 

the effects of water and oil."--T. G., Providence, R. I . ,  in SeA 
Amer., January, 1854, p. 147. 

"After  many plans of waxed-ends, laces, rivets and bolts, with 
and without plates, have been tried in joining belts, the best plan, 
in my opinion, for a permanent joint, is to scarf the ends as usual, 
then glue and bind the ends together with hand-screws, until the 
glue is set, then apply as many shoemaker's pegs as are necessary, 
dipping each into glue before )lriving it in. The pegs are then 
pared smooth on both sides, and the joint made of equal thickness 
with the rest of the belt. 

" I f  not exposed to water, I will warrant this joint to last as long 


